Overview:

The paper began in March 1993. It was named after the first name of Cambodia in prior to the first century. According to a survey conducted in 1995 by Judith Clarke from Journalism Department of Hong Kong Baptist College, the paper was printed weekly with a circulation as small as 429. There was no further information and update about the newspaper found during the research. Perhaps, it important to point out that the paper is not listed in the current list by the Ministry of Information posted on its website (February, 2012). This certainly indicates that the paper is no longer in operations, but the exact date is unknown.

The same as other local Khmer language newspapers, Kork Thlork provided coverage for only local news. The features often included news reports, editorial comments, cartoons and a literary section that included novel, song scripts, poem and short stories. Political topic was the main coverage of the paper that often reported on the activities of the senior government officials. The paper claimed to be an independent, but it was not believable if taking into account the nature of how Cambodian newspapers were established in Cambodia.

Issues held by Yale University Library:

1993 [Year 1]
- Issue [13-15]: [Jul 3, 19, 26] (duplex)